


Greetings reader, and thank you for you interest in the Sundered Realms project! What you are
reading is our notes and “guidelines” on what Sundered Realms is and how one can use it in
his tabletop gaming hobby. More updates will be coming along in the future, as we expand on
the map and world of  the Sundered Realms, but this will remain the basics – what this map
and world is and what you can do with it.

1. What are the Sundered Realms?
Sundered Realms is a map – brought to life with miniature and terrain scatter scenery printable
3d models we are developing, three factions (or Realms as we call them) at a time. Both the
miniatures and scenery scatter of  each Realm is designed to adhere to that particular region's
style  and theme,  and future  expansions  on it  will  follow this  general  rule.  The Cabal,  for
example,  a  cult  of  demon worshipers,  wizards  and  plague  doctors,  is  accompanied by  its
laboratory scatter, plague spreading trees and victims of  the cult in display for all members to
be able to examine. In the same fashion, Lierra's Gehenna faction is accompanied by remnants
of  her old kingdom, ruins, torture racks and soulfire nodes as that faction's region is essentially
a purgatory brought forth into the world by the queen's deeds.

2. The Sundering
And  this  is  generally  the  main  theme  behin1d  each  Realm  –  its  Sundering.  As  we  were
developing this first set and looking into the world we want to bring to life, we decided that
each Realm suffered a Sundering at some point in its history, a great disaster wrought by the
evil deeds of  that Realms liege. It may be a major earthquake that re-shaped the landscape, a
rain of  fiery meteors, a disease that spread across the land or the coming of  an army from
places far away, but always a significant and incredible disaster that played a major part in
shaping that Realm into what it is.
A Sundering can be a major or a minor one. Depending on the region location, its inhabitants
and its general relation to other Realms, a region Sundering can have a big or smaller impact
on that region's geography, population and economy, or even on what kind of  creatures inhabit
it. A great shower of  fiery meteors, for example, could very well transform a harbor city full of
life and trade to a ragtag collection of  surviving structures, a place where gangs, criminals and
pirates now rule above all.
As a general guideline, a Major Sundering should have changed the geography, lifestyle and
population of  a Realm so much, that it is now something entirely different than what it used to
be. A Minor Sundering should of  course be a great disaster as well, but not to an extent as to
have caused people to flee or the economy of  that Realm to completely disappear.
Below, we are outlining the Sunderings of  each of  the presented Realms so far.

Gehenna Unsealed – Queen Lierra's Kingdom of  Dormyr suffered it's Sundering following the
queen's lifestyle of  decadence, luxurious parties held for her nobility to indulge in all manners
of  unspoken pleasures and demon worship. Dormyr Island suffered an immense disaster when
Mount Tatarus sprouted in it's center, bringing forth the demonic legions and their lords – all
pledging their  allegiance to the dark queen that  gave them a way into the  land of  plenty.
Dormyr, once a grand city of  shining minarets and incredible wealth is now a hellscape of
torture and suffering where blood-gangs fight among themselves for the favor of  the demon
queen.
The Cabal  – The town of  Medianon suffered greatly when Dormyr was rent  by the great
volcano's appearance, though some say that it should have been totally destroyed. The wizard
cults that have always called this place home obviously found a way to protect their towers and
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laboratories from the brunt of  the damage, but still, a Minor Sundering could not be avoided.
The dark sorceries the wizards tried to harness in order to protect themselves had a terrible
cost, and Medianon is now a land of  disease and death, the plague of  unknown origins a
terrible punishment upon the wizards of  the Cabal for meddling with forces they should not
have.  Possessed  and  demonic  creatures  roam the  region  in  search  of  fresh  victims  of  the
plague, fresh items of  study for their wizard masters.
Zeoris Mournglades – To the far north, the ice kingdom of  King Zeor suffered a great war
against an enemy that can never be completely destroyed. The Titans of  the wild, iced waters
of  the unexplored Zeoris ice-sea came forth and would not stop ravaging the King's lands and
people. Some say this was the king's punishment for being too arrogant and self-centered to
realize  his  industry  and  progress  was  damaging  Zeoris,  or  maybe  the  power  of  Vegrgard
became increasingly more of  a threat to the Titans of  the north, threatening their lands and
way of  life. The last great battle, fought for Vegrgard itself, was the end for King Zeor and his
armies, though his ever loyal soldiers and generals would not abandon their beloved lord not
even in death. Zeoris is now called “the Mournglades” as the wail of  banshees and the cursing
of  the dead is ever present in the wind, a land abandoned to the elements of  the frozen north
filled with ruins of  old settlements, remnants of  lost battlefields and thousands of  funeral pyres
to honor the King's dead men.

3. How can you use the Sundered Realms
In essence, all of  these are guidelines, not rules. The Sundered Realms are not a game or a
standalone product, but they can be used with any gaming system you want or in any tabletop
role playing game campaign you are currently running. They are far away lands lost in time,
cursed kingdoms at the end of  a map's path, a d2emi-plane where powers of  evil fight each
other or the world awaiting above the clouds once one manages to climb an ancient, giant tree.
It is supposed to be a place of  great suffering and punishment and the end of  a hero's journey
to discover a long lost truth.
The map need not be used in it's entirety. It's extra high resolution allows for parts to be printed
out as ancient maps, focusing on a particular Realm and leaving room for adventurers to come
back and explore more in the future. It's main purpose is to be filled out and reshaped in ways
that feed your campaign or world with the mystery it needs and provide a grander goal for a
group of  young adventurers to aim to. A simple message in a bottle washed up on a beach can
be a great mystery in itself, if  it refers to lands and locations one has never heard before.

4. The Map
The  Sundered  Realms  map  is  largely  composed  of  water  bodies  –  that  makes  functional
harbors and seaside settlements the centers of  life and commerce. Maintained roads and paths
are also incredibly important, as few settlements are left connected to each other following
their Sunderings.  A general  pointing of  what is  North is noted on the map, but  it  mainly
important to the locals who know nothing of  the lands beyond their own. There is little use of
a north if  you use the Sundered Realms as a great floating island in your existing campaign,
after all.
Two major areas exist within the Sundered Realms map that can provide a way in or out, be
that simply travelling or planar travel – the Passage of  Titans and the Neverending Waterfalls.
Both  are  places  of  great  power  and  long  lost  secrets,  even  for  the  local  populace.  The
Neverending Waterfalls, a Realm of  ancient and gigantic trees could be used to provide access
to a world far below the clouds or a place where the labyrinth of  tunnels and passages within
the trees can lead a group to strange new worlds. The Passage of  Titans on the other hand,
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though ever present for all to see as a great rend in the ice of  the north, is ever under the
influence of  the Titan's power. They could prove to be the guardians of  a pathway to another
world or maybe a planar-travelling race with knowledge far beyond that of  mortal men.
All of  it is essentially left for you to use as you see fit – what the Sundered Realms will give to
your campaign is for you to decide.

5. What you can use as Major or Minor Sundering
Anything that brings about a great mishap or disaster across a whole geographical region can
potentially cause a Sundering. The deed itself  should be almost  as awful  as the disaster it
brings. Lierra's decadence and demon worship is a very good example of  this. A Sundering is
always caused by the lord of  a Realm and should be a punishment to reflect his or her removal
from the world of  mortals.
Examples of  Major Sunderings could be:

– A tornado of  fire ravaging the region for days and nights, destroying most of  what the
people know as a way of  life

– A great  earthquake  that  cracks  the  earth,  giving  the  denizens  of  the  underworld  a
passage to the surface

– The passing of  a holy leader that was keeping a great evil at bay
– The reincarnation of  a powerful entity that ruled the old world
– A sudden rising of  the waters that engulfs an entire island kingdom and leaves but a few

scraps of  land afloat3

Examples of  Minor Sunderings could be:
– A great galley of  unknown origin that appears out of  the mist to bring terror and death

on nearby settlements
– A whole geographical region permanently ravaged by the elements of  nature, such as

permanent heavy downpours or extremely strong winds
– A  strange  plague  that  comes  out  of  nowhere  and  cause  it's  victims  to  go  mad,

whispering of  lands and beings noone has heard of
– The destruction of  a whole army that was protecting the populace from a horde of

barbarians
– The disappearance of  a major part of  the populace in one night

6. What is in store for the Sundered Realms in the future?
We will be expanding on this map, bringing more Realms to life with miniatures and scenery
in the future, always working on three factions at a time. Already we are working on the next
set of  the Sundered Realms – the Dreaming, Calibani Islands and the Township of  Grezen – a
fey kingdom, a cannibal jungle and a medieval lordship respectively. There may be side projects
with unique collectible minis and scenery pieces at some point, but the theme of  “three Realms
at a time” is our goal. The map will be updated and places will be filled in as we go along,
always given out with each of  our projects, but of  course you always have the option of  using
this initial map and fill it with Realms of  your choosing as it fits your campaign.

A Note of Appreciation
We are quite enthusiastic about this project and overjoyed to see the support you offer. We
appreciate all the attention you are giving us and we hope what we are creating is worth your
gaming time and ignites your fantasy! On behalf  of  Madcap Miniatures and FiendheimSculpt
a big thank you and a promise we will continue to do our best!
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